SMART LightRaise
interactive projectors
™

Bring learning to life with the first interactive projectors to combine differentiated pen and touch capabilities
with SMART Notebook™ collaborative learning software. Choose from two unique SMART LightRaise models: the
versatile 60wi - which features two touch-points of interactivity and 2500 lumens of brightness - or the powerful
60wi2 - which offers four touch-point interactivity and 3000 lumens of stunning visuals. Whichever model you
choose, the SMART LightRaise is the perfect way to make learning more interactive, engaging and fun.

Teach with powerful learning software
Both models of the SMART LightRaise include
SMART Notebook collaborative learning software, as
well as access to over 60,000 ready-made learning
resources, letting you create and deliver lessons
quickly and easily.

Experience stunning visuals
With 2500 lumens of brightness for the 60wi and
3000 lumens for the 60wi2, SMART LightRaise
projectors deliver stunning HD visuals that keep
students engaged. Ultra-short-throw projection also
keeps images free of distracting shadows and glare.

Collaborate with multiple users
SMART LightRaise projectors offer a natural and
intuitive approach to collaboration. Plus, students
and teachers can interact and learn together using
dynamic multitouch gestures such as zoom and rotate.

Quickly access control settings
The optional extended control panel available for both
models of the SMART LightRaise offers a simple onetouch power on/off switch, plus all video, audio and
touch data is carried through a single, easy-to-access
cable connection.

Interact with a finger or a pen
With SMART LightRaise projectors, students and
teachers can work together using natural finger
touch and hand gestures or the interactive pen. The
projector automatically detects whether a pen or
finger is being used, without the need to stop and
select from a menu.

Key Features
Both the 60wi and 60wi2 include the following unique features:

Touch and pen-enabled interaction
Differentiated pen and touch capabilities automatically
detect whether a student is using a pen or their finger,
creating a rich, interactive learning experience.
Multi-user touch interactivity
Between two and four students can collaborate
together using natural and intuitive touch capabilities.
Multitouch gestures also add a unique element of
interactivity to learning.
Flexible installation
With the ability to project up to 254cm (100")
onto a variety of surfaces, the SMART LightRaise
is a customisable solution that can fit in any sized
classroom.
SMART Notebook software included
SMART Notebook software lets teachers create
and deliver engaging interactive lessons that draw
students in.
Access to high-quality lesson content
Over 60,000 classroom-ready learning resources are
available on the SMART Exchange™ website, letting
teachers create lessons quickly and easily.
Integration with SMART solutions
SMART LightRaise projectors work seamlessly with
other SMART products through SMART Notebook
software, allowing teachers to work with the hardware
that they already have in their classroom.

Audio components
Includes two built-in 10-watt speakers and a microphone
input, delivering a crystal clear audio experience that
keeps students engaged.
Interactive pens and pen holder
SMART LightRaise projectors come with two rechargeable
interactive pens that can be conveniently stored in the
pen holder, ensuring that teachers always have a fully
charged pen on hand.

Specifications
For both the 60wi and 60wi2 models

Size
35.6 cm W × 37.5 cm H × 76.8 cm D
(14" × 14 3/4" × 30 1/4")
Weight
12.7 kg (28 lb.)
Included connectors/hardware
Power cord, 5m (16’) USB A to mini-B cable,
5m (16’) VGA cable
Included software
SMART Notebook

Quick-connect control panel
The optional extended control panel allows teachers to
get started quickly and to access cables in one
convenient location.
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